Atomic-Scale Sliding Friction on Graphene in Water
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ABSTRACT: The sliding of a sharp nanotip on graphene completely immersed in water is investigated by molecular dynamics (MD) and atomic force microscopy. MD simulations predict that the atomic-scale stick−slip is almost identical to that found in ultrahigh vacuum. Furthermore, they show that water plays a purely stochastic role in sliding (solid-to-solid) friction. These observations are substantiated by friction measurements on graphene grown on Cu and Ni, where, oppositely of the operation in air, lattice resolution is readily achieved. Our results promote friction force microscopy in water as a robust alternative to ultra-high-vacuum measurements.
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Since friction is pivotal in everyday life, it is quite surprising that our understanding of the atomistic processes occurring when two surfaces slide past each other is still quite limited. This can be attributed to the complexity of molecular-scale modeling of friction and to the lack of reproducible measurements with high spatial resolution in well-defined environmental conditions. A major breakthrough came with the rise of atomic force microscopy (AFM) in the 1980s. In this technique a sharp tip is elastically driven on a solid substrate, resembling the sliding of a single asperity over a rough surface, and the time variations of the friction force arising at the interface are recorded. The first lattice-resolved friction maps of graphite3 (with normal force values in the μN range) revealed that binding and unbinding of atoms at the contacting surfaces occur in a stick−slip fashion. However, lattice resolution in ambient conditions can be made difficult by the presence of contaminants and by water bridges that are possibly formed between tip and surface and are dragged during the scanning. This last effect can be avoided in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), where, using ultrasharp tips as AFM probes, subnanometer resolution of complex structures can be routinely achieved in lateral force maps.4−7

An alternative approach to avoid capillary condensation is to completely immerse the tip and the sample in water. Lattice resolution on insulating surfaces using AFM was indeed reported for the first time on calcite in water. In spite of this promising result, friction force microscopy (FFM) in water has been rarely explored afterward. Labuda et al.9 obtained high resolution on gold in perchloric acid, whereas some of us have recently reported lattice-resolved FFM images on calcite and dolomite (104) surfaces and on ultrathin films of CuPc molecules self-assembled on dolomite (104).11 Note that, in the last work, the same tip could resolve both the hydrophilic mineral substrate and the hydrophobic organic adsorbate. This leads to question the role played by water molecules in FFM and whether such high resolution is just a fortuitous event or it represents a practical alternative to UHV operation.

Graphene is an ideal material to show the potential of measuring friction in water. Many of the proposed technological applications, e.g., sensing devices, must take into account its mechanical response in a liquid environment. On
the other hand, the low friction experienced on graphene makes it a challenging test for the FFM-in-liquids technique. To the best of our knowledge, the nanotribology of this material in liquid has been investigated in FFM measurements only by Robinson et al., who characterized a few monolayers of graphene in water and in a nonpolar liquid without achieving lattice resolution. A recent combined FFM and MD study concluded that the presence of a small amount of water increases friction at graphite surface steps.

Here, we perform FFM measurements on graphite, G/Ni, and G/Cu in water and show that their surface lattices are easily resolved in water. The choice of the last two systems is motivated by two recent works by Egberts et al. and Paolicelli et al., who measured similar surfaces using FFM in low-vacuum nitrogen and in air conditions, respectively, without achieving lattice resolution. The experimental results are supported by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, allowing us to shed light on the intrinsic mechanisms ruling atomic-scale sliding friction in water that are not accessible by FFM. The MD simulations predict that, for the load values at which lattice resolution is achieved in the experiment, tip and substrate are in full contact, and atomic-scale stick–slip is expected to be almost identical to that found in UHV. The characterization of the sliding with long simulation times, large unit cells, and small tip velocities conclusively shows that water loses its force memory much faster than the sliding of the tip, and therefore it plays a purely stochastic role in the FFM measurements. In this way, one can transpose the results of other theoretical and experimental characterization of graphene and, in principle, of any other hydrophobic surface, as obtained in UHV, to more realistic working conditions without loss of generality. Quite interestingly, we also predict contrast reversal when the friction force is mapped on a single water monolayer dynamically ordered over graphene, although the noise level of our instrument does not allow an experimental validation of this conclusion.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figure 1 we show the FFM measurements obtained with tip and sample fully embedded in water. Figure 1A shows an AFM lateral force map of two graphene islands partially covering the Cu substrate. The islands are grown across the step edges of the substrate in a carpet-like fashion. The surface lattice of graphene is clearly visible in a high-resolution force map acquired on a 5 nm large area at a normal load of 50 nN (Figure 1B). From the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the lateral force map, a lattice constant of 0.23 nm is estimated. The contrast was significantly reduced in the corresponding topography image (not shown), and no lattice resolution could be achieved in ambient conditions using the same probing tip. The cross-section corresponding to forward and backward scans along the line in Figure 1B. (D) Same as (B) for Gr/Ni. (E) Same as (B) for graphite. (F) Comparison between friction force of Gr/Cu in water obtained in the experiments at $F_N = 6$ nN and in our MD simulations at $F_N = 5$ nN rescaled by a factor of 10 (see text).

Figure 1. Friction measurements in water. (A) AFM lateral force map in water ($13.17 \times 13.7 \mu m^2$) of graphene islands on Cu. Normal force $F_N = 50$ nN. (B) High-resolution lateral force map ($4 \times 4 \mu m^2$) on an island and 2D FFT (inset). (C) Cross-section corresponding to forward and backward scans along the line in (B). (D) Same as (B) for Gr/Ni. (E) Same as (B) for graphite. (F) Comparison between friction force of Gr/Cu in water obtained in the experiments at $F_N = 6$ nN and in our MD simulations at $F_N = 5$ nN rescaled by a factor of 10 (see text).

observed, and the friction coefficient, defined as the slope of the corresponding $F_i - F_N$ curves, is $\mu = 0.065 \pm 0.010$. For comparison $\mu = 0.36 \pm 0.02$ on Cu and $0.048 \pm 0.007$ on a graphite surface, which was also measured in water (Figure 1E). The low value of friction on graphene and its decrease with increasing number of layers, i.e., on graphite, are consistent with recent measurements in UHV with comparable resolution.

FFM-MD simulations have proven to be essential in explaining a manifold of complex physical processes. The best experimental comparison with simulation is achieved, in particular, when experiments are performed under UHV conditions because MD simulations do not contain an atmosphere. When MD simulations are transposed to water, a major problem stems from the large (10-fold) increase of the number of atoms due to the explicit inclusion of all water molecules.

In this work, we have performed constant-velocity steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations of both the sliding and the indentation of a diamond tip on supported graphene in two different environments, i.e., vacuum and water, using the
AMBER software suite with NVIDIA GPU acceleration. As substrate, we have chosen a three-layer graphene slab, where the bottom layer is kept fixed to mimic the effect of the rigid metal supports used in our experiments. Both indentation and sliding friction forces are calculated from SMD runs using appropriate constraints (see Figure S2), and they naturally include entropic effects (see Methods and the Supporting Information for details). With the AMBER package, we not only circumvent the problem associated with simulating much larger systems but are also able to scan with velocities that are 100 times slower (0.001 m/s) with the same computational cost of previously used methods. These velocities, although still much larger than the ones used in the experiments, are low enough to stay in the regime of thermally activated sliding. In addition, since AMBER is a biochemistry simulation suite, one can easily describe more complex biological systems such as proteins and DNA, thus providing the necessary framework for studying bio-nanotribology.

Figure 2 shows the friction curves obtained at three normal force values as simulated under vacuum and in water. In vacuum (Figure 2A) we observe that already at a small load value of 5 nN the friction curve has the sawtooth shape characteristic of the stick–slip mechanism. Inspecting both the dynamics and the distance between force minima (~2.4 Å), one realizes that the tip is pinned by the hollow sites of graphene. Furthermore, the mean friction obtained at different normal loads not only is relatively low but also barely increases with $F_N$, as observed in our experiments. These trends are consistent with previous experimental and theoretical work in UHV.

Strikingly, these same results are reproduced by the simulations in water. Not only do we observe the same stick–slip behavior obtained in vacuum, but also the contrast turns out to be similar in the two environments. This agreement is better appreciated in Figure 2C, which shows that the only remarkable difference between vacuum and water friction curves is the larger fluctuations on the latter around otherwise similar values. Furthermore, our result at the lowest load ($F_N = 5 \text{ nN}$), simply multiplied by a factor of 10, matches the periodicity and friction values measured in the experiments (Figure 1F). This rescaling factor, which takes into account the difference in contact area between the simulations and the experiments, is reasonable, given the differences in tip shape and material (a harder diamond tip in the calculations), the slightly larger operation load in the experiments, and that no attempt has been made to match the relative tip/surface orientation.

In order to understand the negligible effect of water on the friction contrast, we need to address two issues: the possible role of water in the contact region and the effect of the fluctuations induced by the fast collisions occurring between the tip and the surrounding water molecules. To answer the first question, we have to consider the contribution of hydration layers to the tip–sample interaction. Figure 3A–C show snapshots of the tip approaching the surface at different loads. We can observe that for a relatively small load like $F_N = 5 \text{ nN}$ (Figure 3C), which shows clear stick–slip in Figure 2, the tip is already in direct contact with the surface. We can understand this result comparing the normal force during the tip approach in both environments (Figure 3D). In vacuum (blue curve), three interaction regimes can be distinguished: weakly interacting ($d > 6.5 \text{ Å}$), attractive ($6.5 < d < 3.3 \text{ Å}$), and repulsive ($d < 3.3 \text{ Å}$). In the water case (red curve), superimposed to these regimes, one can clearly distinguish two peaks on the force curve. These peaks arise due to the breaking of the second and first hydration layers known to form over graphene. This process is illustrated in Figure 3A and B for the first hydration layer (see Figures S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information for further details). The position of the surface hydration layers measured in our MD simulations is in agreement with specular X-ray data. At variance with the surface, we do not see such well-defined hydration layers around our tip. This result complies with the fact that our
diamond tip is hydrophobic, and it is too small to form a structured (purely entropy driven) hydration layer. This possibly explains why we do not observe an attractive force regime right before each of the force peaks associated with the breaking of the hydration layers in the indentation force curve (see Figure 3D). This oscillatory behavior has been identified with hydrophilic tips30 and explained as a result of the interpenetration of the tip and surface hydration layers.

Figure 3D confirms that these layers are broken at rather low normal loads, in agreement with previous results obtained with dedicated frequency-modulation AFMs26 but extremely difficult to verify with standard commercial setups. Hence, it follows that in the range of $F_N$ values where high-resolution images in water-FFM are achievable, the water layers are already broken, and therefore we are imaging with the tip in direct mechanical contact.

The possible effect of the fluctuations induced by the fast collisions with the water molecules requires a fluid dynamics analysis. Recent MD simulations of pure water have shown, by integration of the autocorrelation stress tensor, that the viscosity as a function of time saturates in less than 1 ps.31 Considering that the largest movement of the tip in 1 ps, i.e., during the slip phase, is 0.0012 Å, this would imply that in the time that one water molecule loses its stress memory the tip barely moves. We have explicitly confirmed this memory loss in our simulations, showing that after the slip phase only 5% of the water molecules initially in contact with the tip remained within the interacting distance (see Figure S5 in the Supporting Information). Thus, the stress imposed on the tip by the water results from purely random collisions with a null stress sum, i.e., fluctuations around zero. These random stress fluctuations can only be appreciated in a slight increase in the fluctuations of the friction force measured in water when compared with friction measured in vacuum at the same normal load (see Figure 2C).

Finally, we explore the information about the water structure and dynamics that could be obtained with AFM in the low-load regime, before breaking the hydration layer. To this end, we have simulated the friction force measured when the tip scans over this layer. The calculated force signal (Figure 2B) seems to resemble mostly white noise. However, computing its average (gray) curve in Figure 2B, we surprisingly recover a friction force that, although much lower (~0.1 nN) than the force curves obtained at high loads (>5 nN), seems to display the same periodicity as graphene’s hollow sites. This contrast appears inverted with respect to the high-load curves; that is, the maximum friction is obtained when the tip bottommost atoms are aligned with graphene’s hollow sites.

Therefore, when imaging the first hydration layer, i.e., a tip—water repulsive regime, one also expects that the friction will be higher at the sites where the water molecules are more likely to be found. This observation fully validates the hypothesis that the measurements in Figure 1 were performed with direct mechanical contact.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In summary, we have shown that friction measurements on graphene in water exhibit a high-resolution contrast almost identical to the one found in UHV. Extending the protocols for the simulation of friction, we report atomically detailed MD simulations of FFM in liquids. Our results link the experimental high resolution with the direct mechanical contact of tip and sample for loads larger than 5 nN and demonstrate that water plays a purely stochastic role in this kind of measurement. In the low-load regime, our simulations provide a detailed characterization of the hydration layers formed in the graphene/water interface and its breaking process during indentation. Furthermore, they suggest that friction measurements could unveil the subtle dynamical lateral order induced by a hydrophobic material such as graphene on the water hydration layer. Among possible future applications, it would be interesting to extend this analysis to other systems where water intercalates and leads to considerable changes at the interface between graphene and the substrate. A representative process of this kind is the formation of oriented water stripes at the interface between graphene and mica.32 In this case, MD simulations could assess the stability of these systems when an external mechanical stress is applied to them. Our results together with recent findings33 on wet friction between sliding surfaces pave the way to nanoscale investigations of sliding friction in liquid environments other than water, with a broad range of possible applications, including the onset of corrosion and other tribochemical surface effects. Moreover, they
promote water as an efficient alternative to UHV for reliable lattice resolution imaging and characterization of crystal surfaces and molecular coatings.

METHODS

Growth of Graphene on Copper (G/Cu) Sample. A 25 μm thick, 5 × 5 cm² copper foil (99.8% purity, 25 μm thick, Alfa Aesar) was polished using the electrochemical method, washed for 10 min by ultrapure water (18 Ω·cm), and dried by a high-purity nitrogen flow for 5 min. Then, the pretreated copper foil cut into 2 × 2 cm² was loaded into our homemade low-pressure chemical vapor deposition system in a multizone furnace (Lindberg Blue M HTFS5667C), and the chamber was evacuated to 0.1 Pa. The copper foil was annealed at 1020 °C by introducing hydrogen (5 scm, partial pressure of ~10 Pa) to remove the oxide of the surface. After that, methane (10 ccm) was introduced into the chamber for 30 min to grow the intrinsic graphene film. Quenching the quartz tube, we quickly cooled it to 700 °C. The growth was finished with hydrogen and cooling to room temperature in 10 min.

Growth of Graphene on Nickel (G/Ni) Sample. The segregation growth method was used to obtain the graphene on a Ni substrate. First, 200 nm Ni films were deposited onto a SiO₂/Si by e-beam evaporation system. Then, prepared Ni films were placed in vacuum annealing furnace (VTTHK-350, Beijing Technol Science Co., Ltd.) with a chamber of Φ 120 Å–L–300 mm for graphene growth. The segregation process was as follows: (1) heating the substrate at 900–1100 °C after the chamber vacuum reaches (0.4–4) × 10⁻³ Pa; (2) keeping the substrate at 100 min at the annealing temperature; (3) cooling to room temperature.

AFM Imaging. The FFM measurements were performed in two liquid cells filled with deionized water (Milli-Q Millipore with specific resistivity 18 Ω·cm) at room temperature. Two commercial AFM systems (Bruker Multimode III and Nanotec Cervantes) were used, with silicon cantilevers holding integrated ultrasharp tips (Bruker SNL-10 D). These sensors have nominal resonance frequencies of 18 kHz, a spring constant of 10 D. They were used for friction measurements with normal and lateral forces calibrated using the method of Lu et al.18 The AFM images were processed using the WSxM software.

Atomic Level Models and Force Fields. We have modeled our FFM measurements using a system composed of three parts: (1) the surface, a 5 × 5 nm² trilayer graphene slab with ABA stacking; (2) the tip, a conically shaped diamond tip with a radius of 1.1 nm and a contact radius of 0.45 nm [the diamond is cleaved such that the (111) plane is parallel to the surface]; (3) the solvent; we solvate the system by adding 9300 water molecules. The atomic interactions are described by classical force fields (GAFF21 for diamond and graphene and TIP4P56 for H₂O) that are known to accurately describe the mechanical properties of these materials.

MD Protocols. MD simulations were carried out using the AMBER14 program with NVIDIA-GPU acceleration.22 Simulations were performed using periodic boundary conditions and an integration time step of 1 fs. The particle-patch-Ewald method was used to calculate long-range electrostatics and the van der Waals interactions with a cutoff of 10 Å. A constant temperature of 300 K was ensured in all the simulations by means of a Langevin thermostat. For the MD simulations performed in the NTP ensemble, a Berendsen barostat was used to keep the pressure constant at 1 atm.

Our simulation protocol is composed of three main stages: (1) First we thermalize the system (equilibrate T = 300 K and P = 1 atm) during 11 ns while restraining the tip—surface distance to 1 nm; (2) then we indent, perpendicularly to the surface, in an NVT ensemble using constant velocity (0.1 m/s) steered MD; last we perform constant-velocity SMD (0.1 m/s) to measure the friction force at different loads. For further details on indentation and lateral displacement SMD protocols refer to Figure S2 in the Supporting Information.

Evaluating Friction Forces from SMD Simulations. All the MD force curves shown in this work are time averages (over 25 ps) of the instantaneous forces obtained from single SMD runs. We have confirmed (see Supporting Information) that this procedure, commonly used to measure friction in vacuum,19,22−24,53 is also able to account for the entropic contribution of friction in liquid environments. In fact, the maximum force deviation obtained from a single SMD curve and the force calculated using multiple SMD runs and the Jarzynski equation estimated is 0.0175 nN (see Supporting Information). The validity of this approach, i.e., approximating the free energy evolution by a single SMD work curve, stems from the slow speed of the SMD, which ensures that each run is a quasi-static process. Taking into account that this approximation is also known to correctly describe free energy evolution in much more complex biological systems,54 it comes as no surprise that it is also suitable to correctly describe friction processes.
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